HOMECAPE TOWN

SUCH GREAT

HEIGHTS

The original boardroom of the magnificent Art Deco
Old Mutual building in Cape Town – now called
Mutual Heights – has been transformed into a jewel
of an apartment in a historically-sensitive
refurbishment, enhanced by contemporary art,
accessories and furniture
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this page The Poltrona Frau
leather armchairs and a Meyer
von Wielligh sideboard set the
tone in the formal lounge. The
neutral palette complements the
original mural and stinkwood
panels, and Kurt Pio’s Emerald
Cut Tanzanite artwork adds
contrasting sparkle
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HOMECAPE TOWN

‘THE GRANDEUR OF THE
LARGE OPEN SPACES IS A
DISTINGUISHING FEATURE –
GENEROSITY OF SPACE
IS SUCH A LUXURY’

this page High windows and
the dining table by Gregor Jenkin
separate the formal and casual
living spaces. A contemporary track
lighting installation by Establishment
emphasises the volume of the room,
and the sculpture is by artist Keith
Calder from Ebony Design
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HOMECAPE TOWN
‘THE HISTORICAL
ELEMENTS WERE THE
INSPIRATION AND FORMED
AN INTEGRAL PART OF THE
SOLUTION TO THE OVERALL
EXECUTION’

he Old Mutual building in the city centre’s Darling Street,
completed in 1940, is a stunning example of Art Deco
architecture and design. The monolith existed as the
head office for only 20 years, and then over time, was
reinvented as an apartment building.
Many exciting transformations have taken place
in this building, chief among them the development
of the original boardroom, which had lain untouched for more than
two decades. Developers Philip Nel and Gavin Lay of Newland
Developments discovered this forgotten treasure through an opportune
lead. The minute they saw it, they recognised the potential of the space,
and signed up for the challenge.
The first step was to gather a dream project team. Property developer
Mandy Sayer was hired to manage the overall project, and she in turn
commissioned architectural designer Kim Johnson of The Love Factor
and Dawid Augustyn of Establishment to masterfully design and
execute the interior. The team was galvanised by their excitement to
work on such an exceptional project. ‘It was an unparalleled opportunity
to work with a space like this – the historical significance and unique
architectural elements were game changers,’ Dawid enthuses.
At the outset of the project, the trio were presented with a site that
was covered in dust from its years of abandonment. But all the original
furniture and fittings were still intact: the stinkwood panels, painted
murals, carved friezes, marble finishes, heavy-duty steel doors, tall
windows and wooden parquet floors.
The team’s appreciation of the heritage aspects and the protection and
restoration thereof were critical. Paramount to their plan was their need
to work sensitively with these elements during the transformation from
corporate boardroom to exquisite abode.

this page Lights from
Establishment hang above the
Poltrona Frau armchairs and
side table. Brass and silver
lamps from OKHA are grouped
with artworks by Kurt Pio and
Oliver Barnett opposite Dawid
Augustyn, stylist and owner of
Establishment

Dawid approached the project with his customary methodical
and fresh approach. ‘I envisioned an urban space in which
the inherent historical dimensions are celebrated and coexist
harmoniously within a modern context.’ The historical
elements were his inspiration and formed an integral part of
the solution to the overall execution. ‘By preserving history
and infusing it with a contemporary classic design, the
experience is enhanced and we can appreciate both the new
and old,’ explains Dawid. ‘I was also mindful of the fact that the
design decisions would need to have universal appeal, as the
owners ultimately wanted to sell it.’
The space was carefully cleared and the existing furniture
stored. The restoration exercise was exhaustive: the old light
fittings were restored, the steel windows were removed in
order to be polished, the stinkwood panels and friezes were
varnished, the dark parquet floors were sanded down and
sealed to reveal a far lighter, younger look and the walls
were painted a crisp off-white. The boardroom was then
reconceived as many new spaces with new functions: living
rooms, bedrooms, a kitchen and bathrooms. The all-new
kitchen was designed in a sophisticated and confident black
palette, which was subtly continued throughout the interiors.
The bathrooms were updated with classic white and grey
marble finishes, and tiled to mimic the patterns of the original
parquet flooring.
Once the framework was complete, Dawid introduced the
furniture and decor. His preferred palette of blues, browns,
black, greys and neutrals was accented by bold jewel tones.
This added to the feeling of integrity and universal appeal for
a potential buyer.
In selecting furniture and decor pieces Dawid was careful
not to overfill the space. ‘The grandeur of the large open spaces
is a distinguishing feature that I did not want to detract from
– generosity of space is such a luxury,’ he explains. Dawid
carefully selected a mix of authentic local and European
designer pieces with a contemporary aesthetic. In addition, his
modern lighting installations, with their exposed wiring and
clean lines, became sculptural features, dropping the ceiling
height and adding ambience.
The alluring and abstract art selection – hung low and
suspended from the ceiling – is a powerful addition to the
overall design. ‘For me the art is the perfect display of the
new against the old and how they complement each other,’
comments Dawid.
For the final flourish Dawid placed foliage and flowers
throughout the apartment. ‘I love sculptural floral arrangements
and always add living elements to a home.’ This encapsulates
what the team has achieved – injecting life into this
treasured apartment; a jewel waiting to be enjoyed. n
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this page The original marbleframed steel doors lead into the
kitchen, with black and white
vinyl flooring by Albert Carpets
opposite The all-black kitchen
is offset by aubergine coloured
Kartell stools and the citrustoned geometric rug from Mae
Artisan Rugs
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this page The gentle curves
of the wood panelling, the
original Art Deco light fittings
and the herringbone hardwood
floor give the main bedroom
its unique character. The bed
is set against the wardrobe
panelling which divides the
room and a bench from OKHA

‘THE HISTORICAL
SIGNIFICANCE AND
UNIQUE ARCHITECTURAL
ELEMENTS WERE GAME
CHANGERS’
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